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Chalet is a granite stone walling with warm and light griege tones. The warm and light grey colors would 
be the dominant hues, with hints of oatmeal scattered throughout the wall. The overall effect would be one 
of subtle variation and texture, as the granite stones would feature natural markings and variations in color 
and pattern. The warm greys would create a cozy, inviting feel, while the light greys would add a touch of 
elegance and sophistication. The oatmeal accents would add warmth and depth to the wall, giving it 
a sense of character and charm. This type of granite stone walling would be perfect for creating a natural,  
organic look in a variety of settings.

Irregular Walling
20 - 40 mm (Sold in 1 m2 Lots)

Irregular Corners
20 - 40 mm (Sold in 1 Lineal Metre Lots) 
Note 1 Lineal Metre equates to 0.3 m2 of Coverage

Stone Colour
Warm & Light Greys, Gold and Oatmeal

Tile Edges
Split

CHALET IRREGULAR WALLING

Ordering Details
Leadtime for product is 12 - 14 weeks unless instock

Sealing & Cleaning
Tumbled recommends Sealing all Natural Stone
For more information on caring for your natural stone please refer to our website www.tumbled.com.au

Please note
If you are installing your stone without a grout joint we recommend an extra 15-20% for wastage. This then 
allows the stonemason to cut and shape the stone to ensure the joints are butt-jointed. We also recommend 
the installer unpacks each crate of stone and use the mix of the sizes supplied. Tumbled will not exchange 
smaller pieces for larger pieces, it is the installers responsibility to use all the sizes supplied.
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